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Dear editor,
As data are one of the most important factors
of today’s intelligent systems but are relatively
scarce, people try exchanging data with other organizations or public marketplaces. However, data
exchange is now lack of a secure execution mechanism to automatically and fairly protect the rights
which are seriously concerned by data owners. For
instance, data owners cannot limit the identity of
a data transferee who is banned to take the data
by any way. Moreover, data transferees are also
afraid that their applications for exchange may
be unfairly treated. For instance, data owners
could dynamically change data price when multiple transferees submit their applications at the
same time. A data marketplace can take over the
role of a trusted third party during data exchange,
but single point failure is always a serious problem
in a large-scale distributed system. Furthermore,
these marketplaces usually use contracts based on
natural languages which may be maliciously misinterpreted and cannot be automatically executed.
Numerous researches have been presented to
provide digital rights management (DRM) [1].
For instance, Zhu et al. [2] presented a privacypreserving video subscription scheme with the limitation of expire date. However, rights of data
owners are more complex than rights of digital

content owners. Decentralized and trustworthy enforcement for access control policies is a long-term
issue. Han et al. [3] proposed an optimized mechanism which is a trusted and decentralized access
control framework for the client/server architecture. These studies still need third party authorities which are used to execute or supervise the
rights control, leading to a few trust and security
issues. Existing studies [4] on attribute-based access control have been applied to many fields, such
as e-commerce and Internet of Things. This article
introduces attribute-based access control and proposes a secure framework for data exchange based
on smart contracts (DESC) to enable automatic
and fair access control. Featuring with decentralized, fair, transparent, immutable and traceable
advantages, blockchain 2.0 [5] provides a generalized framework for implementing decentralized
compute resources named smart contracts which
define rights and policies in mathematical and programming forms. Once the predefined smart contract is triggered by a transaction, it can automatically execute the specific contractual clauses.
To find out which data rights are seriously concerned by data owners, we investigate the DRM
mechanisms and several data exchange platforms:
GBDEX1) , national engineering lab for big data
distribution and exchange technologies2). Then,
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we articulate each essential data right which may
be maliciously used or misused as follows.
(1) Blacklist right. A data owner has the right
to limit the identities of transferees who are denied
to access the data by any way.
(2) Whitelist right. A data owner could specify some transferees who are allowed to access the
data in any case.
(3) Price right. A data owner has the right to
set the price of his or her data by specifying a price
range for the data.
(4) Exchange time right. A data owner has the
right to limit the period for data exchange by setting a valid time period.
(5) Sample rate right. A data owner could decide the amount of data that are used to exchange
by sampling from the raw data. That is, the owner
could set a valid sample rate interval for data.
(6) Update frequency right. A data owner could
specify the valid update frequency by setting an
update frequency range for the data.
(7) Liquidated damages right. A data owner
could set a liquidated damages range to reassure
the validity of an exchange application. When a
transferee applies for exchange, he or she should
pay for the liquidated damages. If the damages are
out of the range or the application has been denied
by other policies, the transferee will receive a full
refund and is denied to access the data. Otherwise,
the liquidated damages may be kept in the account
of smart contract until the owner or a data marketplace dominate it after exchange time which is
stated by the transferee. That is, the owner may
charge the liquidated damages if the transferee violates exchange attributes, e.g., the transferee who
has gained a license does not exchange data at the
exchange time. Otherwise, the damages will be returned to the transferee after successful exchange.
We conclude the following three assumptions for
DESC framework.
(1) Each legitimate data exchange application
must be enforced through DESC framework.
(2) Each participant of DESC must pass an
identity authentication which is held by a trusted
authority, e.g., data marketplace.
(3) Data can only be exchanged by the unique
data owner who is responsible to store the data,
while transferees who have acquired the data via
DESC are merely data possessors.
DESC framework. The workflow of DESC
framework is shown in Figure 1, where the three
nodes represent one data owner and two transferees, and the smart contract denotes the key part
of the proposed DESC framework. The main contents of the DESC framework are as follows.
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(1) Data registration. The data owner creates
a set of data rights policies, and submits data attributes to DESC for data registration, then DESC
registers the data and returns the registration result. The data attributes consist of the unique
data identifier, the unique identity of data owner,
data description and a set of policy attributes
which is created by the owner to protect his or
her data rights. Each element in policy attributes
represents a constraint condition, e.g., price constraint denotes a price range for data.
(2) Application judgement. To apply for data
exchange, two data transferees (transferees A and
B) submit their exchange attributes: transferee’s
identity, data identifier, the price that the transferee will pay for the data, the time when the data
will be exchanged. The components of exchange
attributes are corresponding to exchange policies.
Then, DESC judges whether the transferee is allowed to exchange data. Figure 1 shows that the
transferee A is legal to access the data, while transferee B is not. Finally, DESC returns deny application to transferee B, and the application result
for transferee A moves to the next step of license
generation.
(3) License generation. When transferee A is
legal to access the data, DESC generates a license,
and returns the granted license to the transferee A.
The license can be performed as a hash value by
leveraging a cryptographic hash function. The
components of a license include data owner’s identity, data identifier, exchange attributes created by
transferee A and unique identifier (e.g., blockchain
address) of the smart contract.
(4) License validation. When a user takes a license to exchange data, the data owner could submit the use’s license and identity to DESC to validate the license, DESC then returns validation
result by tracing blockchain transaction records.
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Access control enforcement. Algorithm 1 shows
the pseudocode of policy enforcement algorithm.
If a transferee is allowed to access the data, DESC
will grant a license via genLicense() method. Otherwise, DESC will return deny application with a
full refund of liquidated damages. The policy enforcement of DESC performs policy combination,
where the policy enforcement sequence is: blacklist policy → whitelist policy → price policy →
exchange time policy → sample rate policy → update frequency policy → liquidated damages policy. If a transferee’s identity is in blacklist, then
the transferee is denied to access the data without
the executions of other policies. Otherwise, the
transferee is granted access by the blacklist policy
and move to the execution of whitelist policy. If
the identity is in whitelist, then the transferee will
be granted to access the data without executions
of the next five policies. If not, the rest five policies will perform deny override algorithm which
will return deny application if at least one of them
is denied access.
Algorithm 1 Policy enforcement algorithm
Input: ea: exchange attributes; pa: policy attributes.
Output: result: application result for data exchange.
1: for identity ∈ pa.blacklist do
2:
if ea.identity = identity then
3:
result ← “deny application”;
4:
Return result;
◮ deny application
5:
end if
6: end for
7: for identity ∈ pa.whitelist do
8:
if ea.identity = identity then
9:
result ← genLicense();
10:
Return result;
◮ grant license
11:
end if
12: end for
13: if ea.price ∈ pa.priceRange and
ea.time ∈ pa.exchangeTimeRange and
ea.sample ∈ pa.sampleRateRange and
ea.update ∈ pa.updateFrequencyRange and
ea.damages ∈ pa.liquidatedDamagesRange then
14:
result ← genLicense();
15:
Return result;
◮ grant license
16: end if
17: result ← “deny application”;
18: Return result.
◮ deny application

Evaluation. We implemented two prototypes
and deployed them on Private Ethereum [6] and
Hyperledger Fabric [7], respectively. Because the
automation and fairness of DESC could be guaranteed by blockchain 2.0 technology, we evaluated
time performance of exchange application, and the
results are 2.48–5.60 ms on Private Ethereum and
0.85–4.15 ms on Fabric. Specifically, the time consumption mainly depends on the processes of license generation as well as identity comparison in
blacklist policy and whitelist policy.
Discussion. Due to the inherent publicity of
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blockchain, policies can be inevitably seen by public. The proposed DESC framework has not considered policy confidentiality yet, but it can be
partly mitigated by using existing cryptography
technologies, such as salted hash [8] and order
preserving encryption (OPE) [9]. Moreover, license forgery could be mitigated by our DESC
framework because license validation could verify
whether the user is legitimate to access the data by
tracing immutable blockchain transaction records.
Conclusion. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work to leverage smart contracts on
blockchain 2.0 to automatically and fairly control
the access in the domain of secure data exchange.
We articulated seven data rights and implemented
our proposed DESC framework by expressing data
rights policies in smart contracts. After conducting experiments on Private Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric, we concluded that the proposed
DESC framework is promising to automatically
and fairly protect data owners’ rights. Moreover,
the experimental results indicate that access control based on smart contracts has a broad prospect.
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